Heterogeneous computing systems increase the performance of parallel computing in many domains of general purpose computing with CPU, GPU and other accelerators. With Hardware developments, the software developments like Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) and Open Computing Language (OpenCL) try to offer a simple and visual framework for parallel computing. But it turns out to be more difficult than programming on CPU platform for optimization of performance. For one kind of parallel computing application, there are different configurations and parameters for various hardware platforms.
INTRODUCTION
Stereo vision is a well suited technology for Computer Vision which offer a precise description of 3D information [11] and uses only two cameras to handle the disparity matching and 3D reconstruction. Two categories have been proposed for Stereo matching: global and local methods. Global methods adopt surface smoothness and perform well in occlusion area. Local methods are adept in parametric surface using a adaptive neighborhood around each pixel, but involve large numbers of computing.
Recently some parallel programming tools are exploited for heterogenous system and architectures such as GPU, A-PU, FPGA and so on. For the GPU, the community usually employs the CUDA programming and related codes proposed by Nvidia. Comparing with CUDA, Open Computing Language (OpenCL) provide better portable feature on multi hardware platform, make the heterogenous parallel computing possible not only on GPU platform [4] [14] . Altera [2] also propose their OpenCL solutions for FPGA which has these advantages of low power and quick to market.
At the same time, more and more powerful multi-core intergraded architectures support the portable parallel programming model-OpenCL such as Nvidia tegra3 [9] (QuadCore CPU, 12 core GPU supporting 3D stereo), Snapdragon S4 APQ8064 [10] (Quad-Core CPU, Adreno 320 GPU supporting OpenCL). In such All-In-One chips, GPU not only play the part of rending and display, it also can be responsible for the general scientific computing based on their powerful computing capacity and the greater bandwidth. Mei [8] and Choi [7] separately present their GPU-based stereo matching system local method and global method.
In order to achieve the best performance in different platforms, we must follow some strict rules to transform the code form single core systems to heterogeneous or multi-core systems. All the procedures of transformation is complicated. The HMPP directive-based programming model offers a powerful syntax to efficiently offload computations on hardware accelerators and keep the original C or Fortran codes [3] . Figure 1 shows the HMPP Workbench framework.
In our work, we use HMPP Workbench 3.0, a directivebased compiler targeted to GPUs and CPUs. Based on HMPP, the sequential C code is automatically generated to CUDA or OpenCL kernels for various applications using paired directives. These basic paired directives of HMPP are codelet and Callsite. Codelet is used before the definition of C functions which could be transformed into parallel kernels. Callsite is the HMPP directive for invocation on such an accelerator device. By using only simple paired directives, HMPP can replace the complex procedure of manual writing the complex CUDA or OpenCL kernel code.
Grauer-Gray [6] proposed a method of auto-tuning and optimize the code with several applicable transformation configurations and then pick the optimized version of the code with the best performance. Fang [5] proposed an auto-tuning solution for data streams clustering with OpenCL. Their work give us some ideas about the auto-tuning for better performance in the high level code generator. In our work, we convert the sequential C code to parallel versions of Stereo Matching kernel with optimized HMPP directives.
The contributions of our work are:
• showing that the HMPP compiler can be used to effectively parallelize and automatically generate the GPU kernels.
• analyzing the difference of performance of the HMPP CUDA (CUDA kernel generated by HMPP) and manual CUDA kernel
Section 2 elaborates the optimization strategies of converting C code to CUDA / OpenCL kernel code. Section 3 presents the stereo matching algorithm and the implementation using HMPP. Section 4 illustrates the experimental results between the manual CUDA and HMPP CUDA. The conclusion is given in section 5.
TRANSFORMATION RULES
Before using HMPP to transform C code to CUDA / OpenCL kernel code, we briefly explain in this section the main transformation rules we use to optimize the programming of parallel computing devices.
Data Transferring
Stereo vision is an application field of Image and Video processing. This technology involves the processing and storage of large data sets. So we should avoid the unnecessary data transferring between host and device. The best choice is to transfer as much as possible data at one time to fully utilize the bandwidth of GPU.
Occupancy of Computing device
Using parallel computing language, programmers should think about the practical infrastructure of different platforms, because no one can ensure that the same kernel has the best performance on different platforms. Occupancy is helpful in determining how efficient the kernel will be on the computing device. Supposing that Nvidia's GPU support 512 active threads per Compute Unit and ATI's GPU support 1024 active threads per Compute Unit, our experiments use 256 threads as one group which means only 50% and 25% capability of Compute Unit be used in Nvidia's and ATI's GPU separately. Therefore Programmers should organize as much as possible threads to fully employ the compute resource of device. In the Section 4, we illustrate the occupancy of our experimental device in different conditions.
Using the shared memory
Because its on chip, the shared memory is much faster than the device memory. In fact, accessing the shared memory is as fast as accessing a register, and the shared memory latency is roughly 100x lower than the device memory latency in our experiments. To get maximum performance, the most important point is to use shared memory but avoid banks conflict. In order to run faster and avoid re-fetching from device memory, programmers should put the data into the local memory ahead of complex and repeated computing.
STEREO MATCHING ALGORITHMS
Stereo vision aims to reconstruct a disparity map (depth information) from two views. For real-time stereo systems both speed and accuracy are crucial issues. Stereo Matching is the correspondence problem and much more time consumed procedure of Stereo Vision. In order to satisfy the demand of real time, Stereo Matching must be with the benefit of hardware acceleration, especially data parallel architectures-GPU. After analyzing the sequential C code of stereo matching, the most stereo matching algorithms spent a large percent of workload on data parallel computing around every pixels.
In our experiments, we adopt the exponential step size adaptive weight [13] (ESAW) and exponential step size message propagation [12] (ESMP) stereo matching algorithms. E-SAW is one local cost aggregation approach for real time stereo vision on GPU and ESMP is the extension of ESAW, which improve the smoothness of non-frontal planes. Source code of these techniques are available and we can compare the performance of the manual CUDA with CUDA code generated by HMPP.
Default HMPP Transformation
We only insert two lines directives into the source C code without any modification in the version of HMPP CUDA :
. . . #pragma hmpp s t e r e o c o d e l e t , t a r g e t=CUDA, extern void s t e r e o ( ) { . . . } . . . in t main ( int argc , char * * argv ) { . . . #pragma hmpp s t e r e o c a l l s i t e s t e r e o ( ) ; . . . } Only two lines HMPP directives codelet and callsite can replace writing complicated manual CUDA code. And analyzing the difference of performance between the manual CUDA and HMPP CUDA will be described in the section 4.
Optimized HMPP Transformation
As illustrated in section2, we use the shared memory and L1 cache to improve and optimize the HMPP transformation for better performance. In our optimized version HMPP transformation we adopt:
• The hmppcg gridify directives determine which loop should be parallelized. 
// Exemple : HMPP d i r e c t i v e s : s h a r e d memory #pragma hmppcg g r i d s h a r e d b u f f e r n a m e
• Through the configuration of L1 cache preference, there is obvious improvement of performance wihich will be described in the section 4.
c u d a D e v i c e S e t C a c h e C o n f i g ( a r g s ) ;
a r g s = cudaFuncCachePreferL1 ;
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiment Environment
Our experiment environment is configured as follow:
• CPU: Intel Xeon W3540 (8 cores, 2.93GHz), GPU: Nvidia Quadro FX 3700 (128 cuda cores, 1 GB memory)
• OS: ubuntu 12.04 LTS
• CUDA: v4.2.9, HMPP-Workbench: v3.0.0
Performance Measure with default HMPP Transformation
We take the experiments of ESAW and ESMP algorithms in such three implementations and we set the iteration times = 9 in both ESAW and ESMP algorithms: 1. C code, 2. Manual written CUDA code (manual CUDA), 3. Default HMPP CUDA code (default HMPP). Figure 2: Performance comparison of three implementation for ESAW and ESMP algorithm.
As described in the Table 1 and Figure 2 , both manual CUDA and default HMPP have the obvious speed-up compared with C code implementation. The manual CUDA obtains 18.5x to 28.3x speed-up, corresponding with default HMPP's 12.1x to 19.5x speed-up. There are two main factors to explain the difference of performance between the manual CUDA and default HMPP: 1. different transferring cost between GPU, 2. different occupancy of GPU.
Transferring cost
By the Nvidia CUDA profiler, both the time consuming of manual CUDA implementation and default HMPP implementation are classified into three groups: 1. H2D (transferring data from host to device like GPU), 2. kernel (functions executed on GPU to realize the algorithms), 3. D2H (transferring data from device to host). As shown in the Figure  3 , we can see that the manual CUDA spends too much time on D2H(almost 50% time consumed total) which even close to the kernel consumed time. This the main part which we should optimize for better performance of manual CUDA.
In the same time, because of binding data to 2D texture memory and using shared memory for complicated and replicative computation, manual CUDA obtains obvious advantage in the kernel time consumed compared with default HMPP.
Occupancy
As discussed in the Section 2, occupancy is the key factor to determine whether these kernels can fully saturate the computing device. As shown in the Figure 4 , the manual CUDA only take 33% or 66% occupancy of our GPU device, the default HMPP take 66% occupancy in the most time according to the Nvidia profiler. The aim of HMPP compiler is to utilize the computing capability of GPU as much as possible. The same kernel may have the different occupancy and performance on different devices.
So we try to use auto-tuning to generate parameterized code variants for a given algorithm and then run the code variants on the given platform to discover the best code transformation using a high level compiler like HMPP. 
Performance Measure of Optimized HMP-P Transformation
Because the configuration of L1 cache preference need the compute capability 2.x, and our GPU-Quadro FX 3700 only has compute capability 1.1. We adopt another GPU platform GeForce GTX 550 Ti for the experiment of optimized HMPP. As shown in the Figure 5 , We obtain the final result: manual CUDA cost 60ms and optimized HMPP cost 80ms in the experiment of ESAW algorithm. It means that the HMPP CUDA can obtain the close performance as manual CUDA even have the chance to exceed under enough optimization.
The millions of disparity per second(MDS) is another cri- terion of real-time stereo vision system. The manual CUD-A and optimized HMPP can achieve 137.9 MDS and 103.5 MDS separately which meet the demand of real-time stereo vision system.
Comparison of Disparity Map
We use Cones and Teddy paired image for this experiment as shown in the Figure 6 , and we get the final visual disparity map of the manual CUDA and HMPP CUDA separately as shown in the Figure 7 (output of ESAW algorithm). Table 2 lists the error rate of our experimental algorithm according to the evaluation of middlebury. The error rate in non-occluded (nonocc) regions, all regions (all), and depthdiscontinuity (disc) regions are illustrated respectively.
As shown in the list of algorithms in Table 2 , the C code and HMPP CUDA get the almost same average error rate which is better than the manual CUDA. In the procedure of manually transforming the CUDA or OpenCL code maybe not implemented correctly. With the the high level compiler HMPP, the code transform won't change the algorithm and influence the precision. 
CONCLUSION
In this work, we use the directive-based HMPP Workbench to automatic generate the CUDA kernel code and optimized the HMPP directive for better performance for stereo matching algorithms. Based on HMPP, we can realize the fast development for parallel computing. And the HMPP's project which is based C code is easier to maintain than CUDA (only maintain the source C code). In other words, we only need design, modify and reuse the C code for different platforms. The experimental results show that the default HMPP can realize the fast development with the paired directives codelet and callsite and the optimized HMPP achieves the approximative performance and better quality of disparity map compared with CUDA implementation. So the HMPP workbench can greatly reduce the time of development using parallel computing device without losing performance and quality.
With the latest HMPP version 3.2.1, we are able to quickly auto-generate different versions of portable code on different devices NVIDIA GPU (CUDA), AMD GPU, CPU and Intel CPU (OpenCL), Intel MIC (release later). In the future work, we plan to compare the performance of manual Open-CL and OpenCL generated by HMPP using the stereo vision algorithms and analyzing the efficiency of CUDA, OpenCL and HMPP.
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